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MOSCOW - A food market store in a trendy Russian neighborhood is one of the latest 
victims of a so-called robo robbery — when a group of robots storms into a shop to col-
lectively rip off a retailer. About 5 robots entered the Market on Saturday afternoon, to-
gether grabbing more than 3,000 bitcoins worth of high-priced deli products.“I’ve gotten 
somewhat immune to the shoplifting here with young people, but this one was certainly 
different,” the store owner told our reporter. He described the group as a robo mob. Only 
four staff were in the store to oppose them, according to the surveillance guard. “They 
completely overwhelmed us,” he told us “I went to lock the door and there were a dozen 
more waiting to come in.” The frantic scene was caught on store surveillance camera, 
which was posted on YouTube.
The robots are seen milling around one section of the store and rummagåΩing through 
the stacks of produce. At least one of them is caught stuffing food into his backpack as 

the group begins filing out of the store. Nowbody knows who those robots belong to, 
where the came from and who was controlling them.Alarmed by their presence, the store 
owner tried locking the doors. “I think I kind of maybe stopped the flow a little bit, but 
I quickly realized something bad’s about to happen, and I alerted my staff to call 911,” 
He said the thieves were interested in fresh produce, organic fruit and real meat worth 
about 500 bitcoins a kilo. “They knew what they wanted and went straight for it,” the 
surveillance guard said. The robots weren’t trapped inside his store for long, they were to 
strong, unlocked the doors and fled in to the streets. It took police about 30 minutes to get 
to the store because the robots jammed their communication equipment.
No one was arrested in connection to the thefts, police said Sunday. Other robo mobs 
have been reported stealing in recent months, including robots who robbed and trashed a 
Moscow Mall-area in June

“ROBO ROBBERY”

The content of the paper is purely 
fiction and only to be used in the 
context of Pearls in Policing / 
IALG 2013/2014.
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Police around the world are 

facing unprecedented chal-

lenges these years due to the 

rise of deviant globalization 

and social exclusion, global 

crime hotspots characteri-

zed by organized crime and 

corruption, and an increa-

sing encroachment of mi-

litary and private security 

providers into the law enfor-

cement space.  To this end, 

the policing environment 

has become more and more 

unpredictable and highly 

volatile. 

In this fast changing world, members of the 
public generally expect Police could provide 
more and more services to them as well as 
taking the lead in a society to solve all kinds 
of problems effectively.  Unfortunately and 
disappointedly, we can see from many major 
incidents recently that police are losing 
control of the situations in many aspects, not 
only in one country but many.

Riot
Harvest failures due to climate change in 
recent years have led to food price hike glo-
bally.  The sentiment against food shortage 
has been brewing in many countries for 
months.  Exorbitant prices at a supermarket 
in a European country has resulted in a 
riot.  Netizens circulate the riot in 
live via Facebook, Twitter, 
WeChat, etc.  We could 
then see supporters 
in many global 
cities 

echoed 
the food 
riot in Europe 
by taking the 
street.  The series of 
food riots across the world 
have cast doubt on police’s ability in 
handling such incidents.  First of all, there 
is doubt on the ability of the Police in using 
social media to gather intelligence and moni-
tor the development of riots in other coun-
tries.  Secondly, it’s about cooperation among 
police forces in different countries.  Among 
many other things, and most importantly, it 
comes to the leadership of the police forces.  
Are they politically sensitive enough? Are 
they professional enough? Do they have any 
foresight?  

Disappointed and suprised
Food riot is not the only incident that we 
have doubts on the abilities of the present 
police.  We all know that a group of hackers, 
probably backed by rogue states, has laun-
ched a series of attack on the global financial 
network days ago, breaching the security of 
several multinational banks and transaction 
servers.  

Reportedly, servers of various power plants 
in Asia, including several nuclear plants, 
were also attacked.  The hackers have also 
attacked the servers of Interpol, Europol 
and that of many police organizations of 
several metropolitans.  The authorities are 
still assessing what kinds of data have been 
compromised.  Cyber attack is not new.  It 
is disappointed and surprised to see that the 
police have failed to protect the critical infra-
structures from cyber attacks.  Moreover, the 
issue of international cooperation comes up 
again.  It is difficult to interdict the culprits 
with without further deepening the coopera-
tion among jurisdictions, among nations and 
among 

regions.  

Blind eye
Another incident 

that underlines the 
impotence of police in the 

international perspective is the call from 
many developing nations for help in the fight 
against criminal metal cartels.  Transnatio-
nal criminal syndicates are now controlling 
the supply of rare earth elements through 
extortion, smuggling and labour exploitation.  
Holding the developed world to ransom, their 
subsequent wealth has put them beyond the 
management capacity of domestic policing 
organizations.  Once again, we find that 
there is not much the international police 
community could do.  Many countries now 
employed private security agencies to help 
them.  Ironically, the private agencies are 
not helping them to get rid of the criminal, 
instead they help the countries to negotiate 
with the criminals in order to get an accepta-
ble ransom or to get the rare earth elements 
from the underground markets.  Police orga-
nizations, including the Interpol, could only 
turn a blind eye to the situation. 

Foresight
All these cases have cast great doubt on the 
competency of the present police.  Private 
security agencies are getting more and more 
important to the customers.  Not because the 
private security agencies are competeny, but 
only because the police organizations are 
becoming incompetent.  Police organizations’ 
capabilities and abilities are bound by budget 
cuts, outdated legistlations and bureaucracy.  
It is criticized that most of the police orga-
nizations lack the foresight to combat future 
crimes.  It also comes to the issue of whether 
the police are able to compete with the mar-
kets for the best human resources.  Most of 

the police organizations do not have enough 
money to employ the talents 

they required and 
hence failing 

to deve-
lop 

the 
best leaders for 

their organizations. 

Imminent threats
The incidents mentioned above are just the 
tip of the iceberg showing that police orga-
nizations nowadays are not doing their job 
probably.  They need the right persons to do 
the job.  They need the right leaders to lead 
the organizations.  They need a deepen and 
more intensified multilateral cooperation.  

These issues were raised by the Internatio-
nal Pearl Fishers Action Learning Group in 
the Pearls in Policing Conference ten years 
ago in 2014.  The threats are imminent now.  
Prompt actions are required.   We can’t wait 
any longer to see the police organizations to 
reform and redevelop with a view to taking 
control and restoring of the law and order of 
the world. 

Prompt actions required
issues were already raised at papc 2014
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Move over 
Google glasses, 
here comes 
Tencent lenses
Shanghai (AFP) – At Tencent’s annual technology confe-

rence, Tencent unveiled its latest consumer technology, the 

Tencent lenses. The lenses promise to bring social media 

and augmented reality even closer to users through embed-

ded technology within contact lenses which users can put 

on. These lenses look and feel like any other soft contact 

lenses and aren’t even 1 mm thicker than most products on 

the market. This breakthrough brings wearable computing 

to a whole new level.

Tencent hopes to leverage on its social 
media network Wechat to speed adoption 
of the technology. To win over younger 
users, Tencent is also offering the lenses 
in different colours, mirroring the latest 
fashion trends in Asia. 
Tencent Director of Consumer Technology, 
Andrew Kan, said, “Tencent is looking to be 
the leader in integrated wearable computing. 
We see the distinction between the virtual 
world and the physical one as an arbitrary 
distinction. This brings us closer to that rea-
lity. The potential is really unlimited. Imagine 
seeing your body condition, heart rate, blood 
pressure, in the right corner of your eye while 
exercising and then monitoring a chat group 
with your spouse on the left corner. The user 

experience will be amazing and the producti-
vity gains unimaginable. ” 

Test pieces
Tencent has not disclosed when the lenses 
will be released to consumers but will launch 
lenses to its developers over the next two 
weeks. Tencent is also keen on working with 
public authorities and will be giving test 
pieces free to Governments across the world. 
Dutch National Commissioner of Police 
Martine Vis, who attended the conference, 
said, “We look forward to the applications. 
I expect this technology to greatly enhance 
our sense making and incident management 
capabilities.”

Police and intelligence 
agency neglect to share 
relevant information
Floris B. who shot six people last week and then killed 
himself in a shopping mall in Amsterdam was known 
by the intelligence agency. He had a history of psycho-
logical and psychiatric problems, including paranoid 
schizophrenia. Three years ago he spent ten days in a 
closed institution after attempting suicide. He tried to 
commit suicide at least twice in 2017. 

The intelligence agency neglect to share 
the information they have about the shooter 
internal and with the local police, with 
all consequences. While the intelligence 
agency was aware of his mental state and 
the fact that the shooter had 
a license for three firearms, 
the police had also informa-
tion she did not share. It was 
known by the police that B. 
was a member of a shooting 
club and they also know that 
as a minor B. was arrested 
several times for shooting animals. Besides 
that, the police recently was alarmed by 
the shooters neighbors about his suspicious 
behavior, but they did not take any actions.

However much too late, it seems that the 
local police officers now understood the 

importance of this information. Shortly 
after the shooting, the police arrested a 
17-year-old boy who threatened to carry 
out another mass shooting. The teenager 
posted on Twitter: » Haha Iraq is also co-

ming to the Netherlands. This 
man in Amsterdam already 
has six kills on his name. I’m 
going to outdo him. « After a 
short while, the boy deleted the 
post and claimed it was a joke. 
Since then, four other people 
were arrested for making simi-

lar threats on Twitter.
In spite of these actions, the next few 
weeks an independent investigation will 
take place and it is most likely that the re-
cent incidents also have consequences for 
the mayor of Amsterdam, as he is respon-
sible for the local police force.

for the best Lounge  music go to 
www.motionfm.com
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Privacy and Data Protection
Privacy and data protection has 
become a major global concern. 
Businesses across the world are 
recognizing that data, including 
personal data, is a key asset of 
their business, and failing to 
comply with privacy laws can 
cause huge reputational damage, 
and financial loss. However not 
every jurisdiction handles the 
gathering and use of personal 
information in the same way. 
In the United States, privacy 
laws are generally aimed at 
restricting the use of sensitive 
health and financial information 
whereas Japan and the Europe-
an Union (EU) include all other 
identifying information about 
individuals. EU law also has 
strict rules on both transferring 
personal data to regions outside 
of Europe and the access of such 
data from outside Europe. 

Historically, the EU has played a crucial role 
in driving the development and introduction 
of national data protection laws in a number 
of legal systems. The HYPERLINK “http://
eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do
?uri=CELEX:31995L0046:en:HTML”1995 
EU directive on the protection of individuals 
regarding the processing of personal data and 
the free movement of such data was a vital 
instrument in this respect. More recently, the 
Commission introduced proposals in 2012 for 
the most far reaching reform of data protection 
legislation in the EU since 1995. Data protec-
tion is a fundamental right enshrined in Article 
8 of the EU’s Charter of Fundamental Rights, 
which is distinct from the respect for private 
and family life contained in Article 7. This 
feature sets the EU Charter apart from other 
major human rights documents which, for the 
most part, treat the protection of personal data 
as an extension of the right to privacy.

Right to be left alone
In the 1890s, US Supreme Court Justice Louis 
Brandeis articulated a concept of privacy that 
urged that it was the individual’s right to be 
left alone. Brandeis argued that privacy was 
the most cherished of freedoms in a demo-
cracy, and he was concerned that it should be 
reflected in the Constitution. Alan West   in, 
Professor of American Law defines privacy 
as the claim of individuals to determine for 

themselves, when, how and to what extent in-
formation about themselves is communicated 
to others’. This claim of informational privacy 
assumes that all information about an indivi-
dual is fundamentally his or her property to 
communicate or withhold as desired. Of all the 
human rights in the international catalogue, 
privacy is perhaps the most difficult to define 
and circumscribe.

Protection
The essence of the privacy is the understan-
ding that individuals can legitimately claim 
that information about themselves should not 
be automatically available to other indivi-
duals and organizations. Even where such 
information is possessed by another party, the 
individual must be able to exercise a substan-
tial degree of control over that information and 
its use. Flowing from this, it is quite natural 
that individuals feel the need for a mechanism 
by which interest is protected. Obviously, 
there are opposing interests too but protection 
is a process of finding an appropriate balance 
between privacy and these multiple competing 
interest.

Concerns
The pervasive nature of online information 
management systems makes it extremely dif-
ficult for the end user to identify abuse of their 
personal privacy. Most of the technologies 
used to monitor or profile an individual and 
his interactions are invisible to the internet 
user. Most methods of data collection, data ag-
gregation and data mining carried out by third 
party organisations are, on the other hand, 
greatly facilitated by the internet and this 
justifies the concerns that people have about 
the possibility of intrusion into their personal 
information.

Informational privacy 
In dealing with the need to establish a compre-
hensive regime of privacy protection across 
all sectors and industries, to both protect 
privacy rights and manage personal informa-
tion, the challenge becomes quite interesting.  
Though some countries constitutions only 
protect privacy in specific circumstances, such 
as protection of the home or correspondence, 
other constitutions say little about privacy at 
all. Nearly all developed countries consider 
the comprehensive protection of privacy as 
a matter of constitutional importance.  As a 
result, governments have extended the right to 
privacy of communications into other realms, 

such as the right to privacy of personal health 
records when held in government databases.  
The challenge is further exacerbated by the 
advent of computing and networking techno-
logies.
Thus, a specific set of rules has been develo-
ped by legal and technology experts to protect 
privacy in the context of information flows 
and data stores around the world.  This set of 
rules is commonly called the Fair Information 
Practices, and is in turn enshrined into nume-
rous data protection regimes.  The first modern 
data protection law in the world was enacted 
in the Land of Hesse in Germany in 1970. 
This was followed by national laws in Sweden 
(1973), Germany (1977), and France (1978). 
Today, nearly all developed information 
economies have data protection laws. Some of 
these however apply only to the public sector, 
while most apply to both private and public 
sectors.

Fair
Data protection rules hinge on Fair Informa-
tion Practices. These were developed in the 
late 1960s in response to the threat of secret 
databases holding vast amounts of information 
on individuals. In simple terms the fair infor-
mation practices requires: personal data should 
be collected only for specified, explicit and 
legitimate purposes; the persons concerned 
should be informed about such purposes 
and the identity of the controller; any person 
concerned should have a right of access to his 
or her data and the opportunity to change or 
delete data which is incorrect and if something 
goes wrong, appropriate remedies should be 
available to put things right, including award 
of damages through the competent national 
courts.
In essence, data should be collected with the 
informed consent of the individual; processed 
fairly and lawfully, for limited purposes and 
limited use and retained for a limited period of 
time. Data must be kept secure and accurate, 
and not transferred to other countries without 
adequate protections.  Individuals must be able 
to know what information is held on them, and 
must be able to correct the information when 
it is wrong.

Global phenomenon
If only a single country had data protection 
laws, it would be impossible for that go-
vernment or economy to conduct trade and 
business with other governments and eco-
nomies unless they too had data protection 
laws.  If a company in England was subject 

to English data protection law but then it sent 
this information to Pakistan, which has no 
data protection law, it could illegally pro-
cess this information in Pakistan beyond the 
reach of English law.  For this reason, data 
protection has become a global phenomenon.  
International organisations have enshrined 
data protection standards into conventions 
and guidelines such as the European Union 
1995 Directive on Data Protection, the 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development’s Guidelines of 1980 and the 
Council of Europe Convention of 1981.  Go-
vernments exempt themselves from restricti-
ons on processing sensitive personal data for 
reasons of substantial public interest. Such 
exceptions are permitted if they are necessary 
on grounds of national security, defense, and 
crime detection, enforcement of criminal law, 
protection of data subjects or the rights and 
freedom of others.

Legal protection
In order to protect personal data, the Malay-
sian Parliament too has passed the Personal 
Data Protection Act 2010. There were several 
reasons that made it necessary to have legis-
lation namely: the ability of technology to 
gather, retrieve, disseminate and manipulate 
personal data that gave rise to concerns that 
the privacy of the individuals can be easily 
compromised and abused; security and priva-
cy are often cited as some of the main reasons 
for the slow growth of electronic transactions, 
promote e-commerce in the country, as the 
availability of legal protection of personal 
data will encourage the consumers to transact 
online; having legislation is necessary for 
some countries to counter the effect of regu-
lation that gives room for activities that may 
amount to privacy intrusion such as unwarran-
ted police wiretapping or corporate abuse of 
information and there is a need to respond to 
legislative developments in other parts of the 
world in order to lift the data-sharing restric-
tion imposed by several states legislation.

Most countries have enacted data protection 
laws in order to protect personal data against 
misuse by irresponsible parties. Data protec-
tion is of utmost importance when websites 
collect personal information online. This 
information could be very private and we may 
not want to share with just anyone. When such 
sensitive information is stored in computer 
systems, the law demands that it must be 
provided with adequate protection. Protection 
of data depends on good information ma-
nagement, limiting access and, in some cases, 
limiting the period for which information is 
stored.

The president of Barruda urges the 
UN and Interpol to take action on 
Rare Earth Element (REE) crisis
 
 
 
 

President Mwango of Bar-

ruda spoke to UN secretary 

general Naima Dilli yester-

day urging the UN to take 

action on the REE crises. 

 
He stated that Barruda is under attack from 
organized crime groups from 
several countries that are con-
trolling the supplies of Rare 
Earth Elements(REE). 

The national police is 
unable to respond to 
the situation due to 
lack of resources. 

The crisis started last 
spring after Barruda 
outsourced the develop-
ment of the REE mines. It is 
suspected that organized crime 
groups used legitimate businesses 

as fronts for their operations. 

Viable tool
The UN secretary general is expected to 
turn to member countries for support for a 
joint international police mission to Bar-
ruda.  "Thanks to security council resolution 
(SR) 1699,that was put in place in 2018 at 
the initiative of the International Pearls in 
Policing Group, the UN now has a viable 
tool to engage international police in nati-
onal crises". Under SR 1699 countries are 

obliged to engage a predetermined 
pool of experts allocated 

under the responsibility of 
INTERPOL  in different 

crime areas when re-
quested by a member 
country. 

The UN pays a 
standard fee pr officer 

from a fund set up 
by all the UN member 

countries, thereby distri-
buting the costs of secon-

ding personnel more fairly. 
The pools consist of a range of 

skilled personnel, such 
as experts on cyber 
crime, forensic, traf-
ficking, organized 
crime and others. 

Mockery
INTERPOL Secre-
tary General Linda 
Sinclair is in close con-
tact with the National Police 
Commissioner in Barruda. She states that 
she is deeply concerned over the security si-
tuation in the country and the possible spill-
over effects to other countries in the region. 
“This is a region that is already unstable due 
to political unrest. We have seen organized 
crime groups taking over large areas of 
business by way of corruption, threats and 
the use of violence. 

The case of REE mining in Barruda brings 
this to an international level because of the 
global community’s need for these metals. 
To have OC groups run the world’s REE 
trade is making a mockery of police and 
governments – not only in Barruda, but 
everywhere in the world. “ 

Too little too late
The Prosecutor General in 
Barruda says he is deeply 
disappointed by the lack of 
international cooperation 

until now.  “These groups are 
run by criminals living outside 

of Barruda. However when we 
request information or legal assistance 

we are often met with refusals or, even 
worse ,with no replies at all. Borders seem 
to aid criminals.”  The Prosecutor General 
is positive in relation to a joint international 
police mission, however he says it is too 
little too late. 

Rare Earth 
Elements facts:

As defined by IUPAC, 
a rare earth element 
(REE) or rare earth 
metal is one of a set of 
seventeen chemical ele-
ments in the periodic 
table.

Despite their name, rare earth elements 
(with the exception of the radioactive 
promethium) are relatively plentiful in 
the Earth’s crust. However, because of 
their geochemical properties, rare earth 
elements are typically dispersed and not 
often found concentrated as rare earth 
minerals in economically exploitable 
ore deposits. It was the very scarcity of 
these minerals (previously called “ea-
rths”) that led to the term “rare earth”. 

source; Wikipedia
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ROTTERDAM - Major milestone in the Big Sister project. Since the 1st of June the 24/7 “capture-all  sore-all” surveillance system Big Sister is online and working in over 50% of the worlds countries and major cities. Significant progress is 
being made to improve the quality and capabilities of the digital- and bio surveillance. Law enforcement agencies are very successfully using the system to prevent and combat crimes. The new, worldwide connected, system is capable of facial 
recognition, scanning and matching of DNA, irises and fingerprints and detecting radiation and nuclear levels. Next month a new data-farm specifically designed to improve worldwide data acquisition, storage and high speed processing will be 
opened in The Netherlands.
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International Cyber 
criminal Court fails 
A massive cyber attack on the Republic of Pearls demonstrates the failure of 
the legal system.

Leftitoni - The far-reaching automation of the 
law enforcement functions, the Republic of 
Pearls was so proud of, resulted in a massive 
theft of intelligence information, manipulation 
of data and obstruction of internet access on 
a large scale. Global networks (of opponents 
to centralised sensor and RFID tracking) 
have conducted several physical attacks on 
different data centres throughout the country. 
An unnamed collective of hackers, backed by 
rogue states, have launched an attack on the fi-
nancial network, breaching the security of key 
banking and transaction servers. Authorities 
fear the widespread compromise of private 
financial information, critical failures in es-
sential financial infrastructure, bank-runs and 
chaos on financial markets. The attacks have 
spread to law enforcement agencies and have 
potentially breached key infrastructure there 
as well. The enormous attack was committed 
last month, resulting in damage of millions of 
Bitcoins, temporary loss of functionality in 
various parts of the world, and reduced inter-
national confidence in the Republic of Pearls 
as a secure location. 

Veritable army
Press statements and riot police are no longer 
sufficient to quell unrest and public disorder 
in the normally so quiet and peaceful Repu-
blic. While some governments have chosen 
to lock down their domestic Internets, Pearls 
has instead opted to substantially increase its 
civil service public relations contingent. A 
veritable army of employees works full time 
to optimise the government’s online presen-
ce, and to respond to the concerns of citizens 
and global groups. 

Blackouts
The government in the capital of Pearls, Lef-
titoni, is currently under substantial pressure 
by the people to restrict corporate data har-

vesting, and to impose standards for the re-
tention and safe storage of personal data after 
a number of high profile hacks. Meanwhile, 
a number of politicians who once espoused 
hacktivist ethics are now members of natio-
nal governments as Ministers for Freedom of 
Information. But for most of the citizens of 
Pearls, power and data outage is the biggest 
concern: such is the dependence on network-
mediated content that data blackouts threaten 
to erupt in instances of public disorder.

State on state attacts
The situation in the Republic of Pearls makes 
it completely clear that International diplo-
macy and Internet diplomacy are now one 
and the same. Allegations of state on state 
attacks are increasingly brought before the 
UN Security Council and General Assembly. 
An International Treaty for Cyberspace was 
concluded three years ago, detailing the rules 
of state on state engagement and a basic code 
of conduct. An International Cybercriminal 
Court has also been established, which to 
date has heard only a handful of cases.

Cyber espionage
The Court has extra territorial jurisdiction 
but can only exercise this if mandated by 
a unanimous decision of the UN Security 
Council. States have been reluctant to waive 
their sovereignty over eligible cases and 
the Security Council has not been able to 
agree between its members. Moreover, there 
have been difficulties recruiting and appoin-
ting police officers investigating the cases, 
prosecutors, judges and defence counsel 
who are suitably qualified and experienced 
in the field of cybercrime. Timely attribution 
is also proving increasingly difficult in a 
world of distributed computing, where the 
vast majority of attacks originate from the 

Cloud. In addition, the Court was unprepared 
for the increase in cyber espionage between 
corporations and governments.

Hope
In practical terms, responsibility for Internet 
governance lies with the Internet Authority, a 
multi-stakeholder community with represen-
tatives from government, industry and civil 
society groups. This group has evolved or-
ganically over the last thirty years, and is the 
most effective forum for achieving consen-
sus over norms and standards. But it remains 
a coalition of the willing, and notable absen-
ces have so far prevented the setting of truly 
global standards and interoperability. There 
is hope, however, that in the near future the 
few remaining states and service providers 
will come to actively participate, thereby 
enabling the Internet of Things to realise its 
full global potential. 

Security provisions
Pearls critical infrastructure is entirely in 
the hands of the private sector, but there 
remains an expectation from its citizens 
that the government will retain oversight of 
aspects that affect their personal safety. The 
government in Leftitoni has a clear interest 
in ensuring the efficiency and security of 
transport networks, power and data supply, 
and works with service providers to optimise 
security provisions and minimise vulnerabi-
lities, mostly through the issue of minimum 
standards and fostering good practice in self-
regulation. But the government says it is well 
aware that there is no such thing as absolute 
security. 

Background Informa-
tion on the Republic 
of Pearls
The Republic of Pearls is an island in 
the south eastern part of the Atlantic 
Ocean. Pearls has a middle income, 
an emerging market with an abundant 
supply of natural resources, including 
fresh water. Before the crash of 2016-
2018 it enjoyed consistent economic 
growth due to a global commodities 
boom. Afterwards GDP recovered re-
latively quickly, and the country now 
appears to be enjoying a period of 
steady and sustained growth. This has 
prompted an improvement in living 
standards. Twenty years ago 50% of 
the population lived below the poverty 
line: that figure has now halved. Fo-
reign direct investment in the country 
has undoubtedly boosted growth, but 
has also altered the domestic balance 
of power.

Fortunately, the previous Finance and 
Enterprise Minister ensured that the 
country began to diversify its portfo-
lio of goods and services in 2016. He 
insisted that the government invest in 
technological innovation and educa-
tion, and now Pearls is both a world 
leader in mobile payment systems, 
and a regional hub for innovation. It 
has also benefited from its location at 
the crossroads of several large cable 
networks, and the eventual roll out of 
global high-speed wireless networks.

Like a number of previously under-
connected countries, Pearls has 
leapfrogged many other more develo-
ped nations in terms of Research and 
Technology (R&T).

But these remain uncertain times, 
particularly due to large disparities 
between different parts of the world in 
terms of economic growth, innovation 
and access to information. Pearls has 
a comparatively liberal government, 
seated in Lefitoni in the centre of the 
island, which does not engage in Inter-
net filtering. As a result, citizen expe-
rience is personalised and augmented 
by content providers in industry. 
Many of the citizen-facing govern-
ment functions traditionally performed 
by personnel have now been entirely 
automated. These include voting 
(now entirely online), taxation, and 
some aspects of policing, in particular 
surveillance and intelligence. Sensors 
and Radio Frequency Identification 
(RFID) track citizen movements, 
while advanced behavioural profi-
ling helps intelligence operatives to 
identify individuals at risk of enga-
ging in criminal or terrorist activity. 
Greater automation and artificial 
agency is exercising legal experts, as 
the question of whether computers and 
robots can be criminal agents becomes 
increasingly pertinent. 

 

Republic of Pearls

National Chief of the Investigation Department 
(Department A: Investigation, prevention and coordination)

Purpose of the post
As from 1 January 2025 the National Police of the United Queendom will face a new structure. 
The new structure will create a more flexible law enforcement structure ensuring the necessary 
agility of our future police. 
The new structure consists of one national police force, divided in 3 departments:  Protection, 
Investigation and Administration. 
This vacancy seeks the chief of the Investigation Department with specialized sections focusing 
on prevention, investigation, international police cooperation and cybercrime. 

The new chief of the Investigation Department will 
• ensure the implementation of the new structure;
• act as the Head of the new National Law Enforcement Cooperation (NLEC) consisting of 

partners from the National Police, Customs, Military, Health and Safety, National CERTs, 
Security Intelligence Service, the Private Public Partnership program, Academia and Envi-
ronmental institutions;

• act as the Chairman of the Control Board for outsourced policing services;
• be responsible for international and global police cooperation and our partnership and pres-

ence in the regional LEA Fusion Centre: Europol, Africapol, Ameripol, Asiapol and Interpol;
• further develop Public Info Tool (PIT) integrating online complaint, visualization of crime, 

successful prosecution, demography, hotlines, security advices, malware info – app protec-
tion etc.

Responsibilities
• By utilizing modern management and performance tools ensure maximal outcome of the 

new structure; reaching all KPIs in the Director’s annual performance contract;
• Develop and maintain strong mutual cooperation with national, international and global 

stakeholders, advisory groups and networks;
• Continuously strengthen communication and cooperation with the public, media and Acade-

mia by making efficient use of all available social media;
• Ensure full implementation of the initiated Private Partnership program by establishing rules 

for exchange of information, intelligence and sensitive data;
• Maintain low crime rate and high crime solving success rate by focusing on prevention and 

making full use of innovative technological developments;
• Constant focus on increasing citizen trust and satisfaction by further developing the Private 

Citizen Volunteering Program (PCVP) and ensuring full transparency of national, regional 
and local crime statistics based on GIS/visualization tools;

• Ensure agility by establishing ad hoc task forces with private and public partners with the 
aim of preventing and disrupting cyber and cyber facilitated crime;

• Ensure flexibility and knowledge sharing by developing mandatory national and internati-
onal secondment programmes with national and international law enforcement and private 
partners;

• Oversee the leadership succession program ensuring the necessary detection and develop-
ment of future leaders of the police.

Eligibility criteria
• Be a national of United Queendom
• Be physically fit to perform the duties pertaining to the position

Education
• At least 15 years of relevant professional work experience 
• Professional experience and knowledge  
• 10 years of managerial experience  
• Experience with strategic planning at national and international level 
• Sound knowledge of international police cooperation, preferably by secondment 
• Sound knowledge of media cooperation 
• Proven track record of achieving results in the area of prevention and investigation
• Desirable: Managerial experience obtained in the private sector 

Social and technical skills 
• Strong leadership skills 
• Excellent written and oral communication skills, at least in two languages
• Highly developed cooperation skills 
• High degree of integrity, authenticity, professional credibility and resilience  
• High degree of flexibility and innovation 
• Strong understanding of cultural differences 

Video applications are to be uploaded to www.unitedqueendompolice.global by using normal 
video format and digital signature. Your general presentation should not exceed 5 minutes; your 
vision on how to conduct the job should not exceed 8 minutes.   
Please attach your virtual public profile on your four most used social media sources.

Candidates who are shortlisted will be invited to a videoconference, which will include a psycho-
logical profiling and followed an interview in person. 

DO YOU WANT TO WORK ON LAND, SEA, AIR 
OR IN CYBERSPACE?

HAVE YOU CONSIDERED LAW ENFORCEMENT?

DIVERSIA POLICE ACADEMY® 

Diversia Police Academy is currently looking for police recruits to start in 
January 2025. 

A career in the police offers many possibilities and will ensure a diverse 
education, dilemmas, decisions, devotion and guaranteed a challenging 
and most rewarding future.  

The first six months will consist of  basic police training. After passing 
the basic police training examination, an individual education plan will 
be agreed upon. This plan will be based on organizational needs and an 
assessment of  your skills, competencies and interests. Your continued 
police training will follow one of  the below directions:

•	 General Public Safety, Prevention, Protection and Tactics
•	 Specialised Investigation in Criminal Intelligence, Organised Crime, 

Financial Crime, Cyber facilitated Crime or Environmental Crime
•	 Cybercrime, Cyber Forensic and R&D

To apply you must be: 
•	 Medically fit 
•	 Proficient computer skill – level B5
•	 Possess a high level of  integrity, conduct and interpersonal skills
•	 Flexible when it comes to where and how you work and what you 

work with
•	 A national of  an EU member state 
•	 Fluent in Diversia language and 2 additional EU languages
•	 Bachelor degree obtained from a EU University or degree recognised 

as equivalent by the relevant EU Member State Bodies

Do you wish to find out more or submit an application – watch video 1-5 
on www.diversia-pa.eu or book a video session with a future colleague or 
the virtual recruitment assistant. On our website you will also find more 
information about the duration of  your employment with the Diversia Po-
lice once you have finalised your police education. Please note that your 
initial contract of  employment will be for a period not exceeding 4 years 
with the possibility of  renewal. 

Diversia Police Academy®

The one hacking tool you’ll ever need...

•  Instant access to all data and systems connected to 
Home network (pwn the internet of things!)

•  Ability to steal data and control equipment remotely
•  Small sleek design 
 
All the hacking tools you’ll ever need, bespoke solutions 
and more...

www.pwnitall.com 
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Transnational Crime 
and Southern Europe 
2020
PORTUGAL - Drugs, counterfeit materials, weapons, currencies and people: these 
materials constitute the bulk of “commodities” in which transnational organized crime 
groups make their trade. The 20th century conception of cartels operating in one region 
with one product (whether that product is drugs or arms, for example) is now an ana-
chronism. And new commodities (like bioware and computer viruses) and clients (like 
terrorists) add to and complicate even further this trade. Globalization and technologi-
cal connectivity have combined to supersize the ambition of transnational syndicates: 
their scope is international, multi-disciplinary and sophisticated enough to pose a true 
threat to state integrity.
Despite overall indices that show decreases in some forms of illicit trafficking—as 
in the distribution and use of cocaine—the diversification of crime networks ensures 
that any decreases are substituted by increases in other items (like the unprecedented 
proliferation of new psychoactive substances [NPT]) in order to maintain profitability. 
What distinguishes organized crime groups today is the importance of how they sell 
over what they sell. New logistics systems and new routes characterize this transfor-
mation. Transnational crime groups are adopting the supply chain mechanics of giant 
online retailers and opening new routes through Africa and elsewhere by exploiting the 
corruption and conflict of weakened states to get products into the affluent markets of 
Northern Europe.
Southern European states have become important staging grounds for illicit flows from 
the Western Hemisphere into Europe via Africa. Their ports and harbors serve as entry 
and transshipment hubs. But the fragmentation they are currently experiencing as a 
result of almost five years of austerity measures after the financial crises of 2016/2018 
plays a key role in how their relationship with transnational organized crime groups 
will evolve.

TERRAPOL Security on earth
Most wanted persons
Do you have a tip? wanted@terrapol.global

Mike Miller, 44, UK
Child pornography

King Kong, 38, Somalia
Trafficking of forged documents

Darth Doom , 48, read more 
RSA, Trade of «blood» diamonds

Paul Banker, 42, Luxembourg 
Putting up of a Ponzi scheme

Country grinds to a halt.
Commuters faced gridlock. Bank accounts frozen. Phone 
networks are down. Supermarket shelves are emptying. 
Schools closed. Stock market shut down. Police unable to 
respond.

The nightmare scenario continues for a third day as organised criminals hold the country 
to ransome. It is believed that crime groups from across the globe have come together in a 
concerted attack to divert billions of dollars from personal banking apps into accounts hidden 
deep within the dark web. It is unknown who is the chief suspect as it is thought that the 
criminals are even unknown to each other – they are from many different countries having been 
introduced to each other in the far reaches of the internet that is well away from the reaches 
of law enforcement. However, the unstable and corrupt countries in the developing world are 
thought to be heavily involved.

The bank apps have been compromised using some sophisticated software techniques that 
can be switched on remotely and then instantly infect other devices connected to that mobile. 
That now includes every electronic device linked to it that the user might need in their life: car, 
computer, fridge, car, medicine, etc. The killer though, is that it also immediately transfers to, 
and freezes any other person linked through social media, acting as a virus that has spiralled out 
of control, attacking virtually the whole population in next to no time.

The crime groups have got what they wanted - with no consideration about the long term affect 
on the economy of the country or the health of its citizens.

The police and security services are struggling to respond as they have also suffered from 
paralysis. They don’t appear to know how the country can recover from this disaster.

7th Cybercrime Training 
Programme Launched 
This year, Interpol is looking back on a 7-year success story 
of its International Cybercrime Training Programme (ICTP). 
Initially designed in 2017 as a pilot project with the objec-
tive of establishing sustainable contacts between Cybercrime 
Investigators from all over the world, it has rapidly evolved to 
a cutting-edge project for introducing new technologies into 

training and education.
The first training session in 2017 featured a 
prototype of Fraunhofer’s translation chip, in-
tegrated in a Bluetooth headset with the ability 
to connect with the devices of the respective 
conversation partners. The chip in its first 
version enabled a real-time, bidirectional and 
lifelike translation into every desired language 
with a negligible error rate even in translating 
technical terms and idioms. Comprehension 
difficulties among the international audie-
nce could almost be completely eliminated, 
leading to an enormous gain in efficiency, 
communication and information exchange. 
Interpol is proud of being the first to have 
introduced this technology into one of their 
trainings. In the meantime, it has been further 
improved and – as we all know – is now the 
standard of our days.

This year, Interpol has crossed a new technical 
threshold by launching its Cybercrime Trai-
ning Programme completely in virtual space. 
In March, the first test run of a breakthrough 
technology was performed, which is volume-
tric body reconstruction. The roots of body 
tracking and holographic reconstruction reach 
back to the beginning of this century. In 2001, 
first studies with hand tracking were conduc-
ted by the University of Applied Sciences in 
Wiesbaden, Germany, at that time demanding 
numerous cameras, early 3D display techno-
logy and bulky eyewear. Real-time rendering 
of objects lacked of reality and seemed to be a 
mere study project with no future application 
possibilities. 

Honoured
After Google’s approach to this technology 
with modified Google Glasses had ran up 
against technical boundaries, Panasonic has 
recently achieved a breakthrough in creating 
sophisticated virtual environments with mini-
mal technical equipment.
Participants, moderators and speakers of our 
training were equipped with pre-production 
models of compact eyewear and single-lens 
holographic cameras, scanning their own 
body movements and providing them with a 
photo-realistic 3D visualisation of a modern 
training facility from any place of the world. 
The training was run with 50 international 
participants who felt honoured to be the very 
first human beings to move, communicate and 
learn in cyberspace.

Scenes of crimes
Despite physical absence, an almost realistic 
interaction between all persons present was 
ensured, including the entire spectrum of 
training concepts, ranging from classroom 
presentations to the formation of individual 
working groups. In addition, the new techno-
logy enables a three-dimensional simulation 
of almost every conceivable object, which 
of course cannot be physically touched but 
moved and disassembled by the avatars of the 
participants. The recent training has greatly 
benefitted from an almost costless simulation 
of expensive hardware. Possibilities for other 
trainings are manifold: weapons, explosive 
devices, even scenes of crimes can easily be 
simulated, manipulated or entered in virtual 
space.

Networking
Though still afflicted with some technical 
flaws, this year’s training in virtual space has 
seen overwhelming response not only from 
those involved but also from industry, univer-
sities and governmental organisations. Several 
ministries of interior have already announced 
the initiation of a nationwide trial operation 
of the new holographic video-conferencing 
system in their police forces to foster national 
and international networking.

Battle
Results of former trainings are numerous in-
ternational cooperation agreements in fighting 
cybercrime, which are very likely to have their 
origin in the elimination of communication 
barriers by means of our innovative trainings. 
A trend mirroring Interpol’s vision: Provi-
ding not only intelligence but also innovative 
technology to share intelligence across nations 
and borders.

Or, to put it in the words of Francesco Bel-
lini, Interpol’s General Secretary: “The battle 
against high-tech crime requires high-tech 
training. As communication is the key for 
cooperation, let us keep pace with those acting 
across borders by breaking down frontiers in 
communication and cooperation ourselves.”
There is nothing left to be added, with the 
exception that the 8tth Interpol Cybercrime 
Training Programme will be taking place in 
March 2025. Let us stay curious about what 
will come up on the horizon.

Worldwide Top 5 trends 
in Cybercrime in 2024 
1.      Digital identity kidnapping 

Instead of holding a family member hostage, the trend is to hold personal payment systems 
hostage - with encrypted currency. Victims had to provide tangible asset – a new Audi- to 
regain access. 

2.  Embedded bio-electronic tampering 
Police forces see an increase of bio-electronics tampering. The embedded chips that let us 
send a text by thinking or enable us to see a video in our field of view, were hacked to cause 
physical harm and  even death.

3.  Cyberstalking by 3D hologram 
In the past year criminals attacked people with a 3D hologram that showed their actual 
whereabouts. The hackers even taped into the connected homes, at work and even tracked 
the victims at public events.

4.  Hacking into your car 
Car hacking has become more common in the past months. A group of young man was 
arrested recently for large scale car-hacking scam on German built cars. They disabled the 
engines, caused the car to swerve suddenly, took over the steering wheel and speeded the 
cars up without warning. 

5.  Disabling the power grid 
As smart meters continue to proliferate, helping homeowners control heating and cooling 
via a smartphone app, the power grid becomes a target more often. Hackers recently caused 
mass panic when they disabled the grid for an entire city. We rely on ‘smart appliances’ in 
the home that connect over Wi-Fi, but hackers are able to disable them with one click - de-
manding payment to restore power.

The International Action Learning Group 
Alumni 2013/2014 held a one week mee-
ting end of May in Bangkok. The group 
in 2014 could not meet in Thailand and 
promised at that time to gather in Bang-
kok in a future date that only now, almost 
then years after, finally came. 
In 2013 Pearls assembled a team of police 
executives to consider the human resource 
strategies that would be necessary to equip 
law enforcement and security for the next 
decade.  This group, known as the Interna-
tional Learning Action Group (IALG, the 
group), held three seminars examining the 
science behind predicting the future and 
what is needed to prepare their organiza-
tions to meet that future.  The group first 
met in October 2013, in Manly Australia, 
to receive their assignment, build the 
team, and start to examine future trends. 
The group was requested to: 
• consider a whole of government 

response in which police are leading 
but necessarily the only organizations 
responding to [described] scenarios.

• consider the talents, skills, training, 
and leadership – the human resour-
ces- required by law enforcement to 
cope.  They will consider this propo-
sition from three time horizons:

• Prevention: in the chain of events 
leading to these scenarios, where can 
lawenforcement intervene and disrupt 
before the event happens.

• Response: the traditional core of 
police work.

• Recovery: managing the consequen-
ces and aftermath of these events.

In March, 2014, the IALG met in Rot-
terdam, The Netherlands.  The group 
studied research and heard from experts 
and academics on the future of policing 
and then developed future scenarios that 
would likely occur if, on the one hand, 
police did not deliberately change, and 
scenarios that on the other hand would 
result if the police did. As a result of 
their work, the group met in June 2014 in 
San Francisco to present its findings and 
recommendations to the Pearls. The group 
concluded then that one way to ensure a 
bright future was to develop progressive 
human resource strategies that included 
recruitment, development, deploment, 
leadership and governance.Many of these 
recommendations were adopted and are 
credited with the achievements and suc-
cesse reported elsewhere in this paper. 

  

Meeting of the IALG 
Alumni 2013/2014
Police leaders across the globe are constantly thinking 
about the future and the type of policing that their 
communities will need and want.  In 2007, this focus 
led them to form a think tank, the Pearls of Policing, 
to develop police leaders and policing organizations to 
meet the future.  Since that time Pearls has regularly 
met to advance the effectiveness of policing.
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I run a medium sized company running business in Asia, America and Europe.  My 
entrepreneur suffered loss in many occasions in different countries.  Our bank accounts 
were hacked in some countries.  Our computer server was inflected with virus and 
many transaction records were compromised.  Our offices were burgled frequently in 
some countries. Our goods have gone missing during the course of transportation from 
one country to another, probably being stolen.  

In most of the situations, the police failed to detect the cases claiming that it was not 
within their purview to deal with crimes that occurred in other jurisdictions.  I am not 
only the one who encountered these situations.  Many of my business partners have 
the same problems.  We are taxpayers to the countries.  We have created employment 
opportunities in the countries.  We expect a safe and stable business environment.  The 
situation is getting worse these years.  We have to spend extra expenses to employ 
private security agencies.  We rely on them to protect our offices from burglary and 
robbery.  We employed armed security guard to escort our goods.  Frankly speaking, 
all the expenses will go to the customers inevitably.

I just do not know what the police are doing these days.  I know many police organi-
zations have cyber security departments.  However, they failed to safeguard us from 
cyber attacks, probably because their technologies are not as advanced as the hackers.  
Police have patrol officers but they failed to deter physical crimes.  

I can see that this is not the problem of any single country.  The police chiefs of the 
countries should sit together and think of some strategies to tackle both their local and 
transnational problems. 

Cartoon

ANDY(12) ABDUCTED  
- FATHER BELIEVES 
HE IS ONE OF MANY 
CHILDREN FORCED 
TO WORK IN THE 
REE MINES
There are unconfirmed reports that child-
ren are abducted from their homes and 
forces to work in the REE mines. John 
Ngyo (39) is the father of missing 12 
year old Andy who has not been seen sin-
ce leaving his school two weeks ago. Mr 
Ngyo has reported the boy missing to his 
local police station, but claims that no-
thing has been done to locate Andy. Mr. 
Ngyo claims that local police is being 
paid by crime groups not to investigate 
abduction of children.  The principle of 
Swato Elementary school, confirms that 
more children have gone missing over 
the last six months, and that police has 
not responded despite being approached 
by several distressed parents. 
 
The NGO Save All Free Everyone (SAFE) 

states that more than 2 million children are 
trafficked every year for forced labor or as 
sex slaves, and that the international com-
munity and local law enforcement is doing 
very little to prevent this. SAFE spokes-
woman Maria Gonzales says that countries 
have failed to put in place international 
legislation and judiciary systems that are 
able to respond. INTERPOL put in place a 
resolution on child trafficking in 2009, but 
few countries has amended their legislation 
accordingly. “There is little international will 
to tackle this issue. All countries are wor-
king for themselves, and without substantial 
private funding no one has the resources 
to prioritize this. It is a paradox that more 
money is spend on recovering bicycles in 
Amsterdam due to private funding from the 
insurance companies than saving children 
from slavery.” Ms Gonzales states.

Social media turns into 
social plundering
A global population explosi-
on combined with the steady 
effects of climate change 
for the last ten years are the 
reason for the worldwide 
food shortage today. The 
despair caused by loss of 
income is meanwhile leading 
to clashes between the popu-
lation and the massive police 
presence in the region, and 
to the looting of shops and 
petrol stations.

The Hague – June 2024

In 2014 all kinds of messages on Twitter 
and Facebook were warnings that this would 
happen. Also publications, studies and reports 
in newspapers from 2014 took a look into 
the future. But worldwide organizations – 
including the Dutch police forces - ignored 
all kind of warnings. Also several groups, 
who warned recently on the internet they will 
plunder shops if nothing changes, were igno-
red. Probably the suffering could have been 
avoided if the police forces had responded on 
time to the messages in the social media. 

Inadequately prepared
Crisis do usually occur suddenly, but are 

often a result of something that has long dor-
mant, with uncertainty, unpredictability and a 
sense of urgency among stakeholders as key 
ingredients. Riots in the food shortage are a 
striking example of this. Messages on social 
media triggered the population, but the intel-
ligence agencies ignored all kind of signals. 
The Dutch prime minister is surprised by the 
failure of the police in combating the Face-
book riots. He did not know the shortcomings 
in the corps. He said that during a debate with 
his councilors. Officials should better prepare 
for the role of social media to provide public 
order and security.  Also the commission 
subsequently ruled that the police were insuf-
ficiently prepared for escalation. So there was 
insufficient capacity on hand and plans were 
not well developed. 

Painful
Police has intervened in the organization 
after the failure in addressing the plundering. 
During preparations and the approach of the 
riots the police department failed on almost 
all fronts. A report provides a stunning pic-
ture and makes it painful clear that the police 
were not designed for this kind of unexpected 
disturbances. A large number of measures are 
announced, while a part of the improvements 
are being implemented this month. What 
certainly should be improved is the “mindset 
and alertness” of police officers, especially 
concerning technology and social media. 

Complaint Letter


